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This document captures the framework on which the values of 

WHSS are built upon. The document explores the Mission and 

Vision of WHSS along with the core value framework: The EDS 

model. This is the guiding beacon behind all activities at WHSS.
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Continuous improvement is the mantra with which WHSS operates. However,

there are a lot of building blocks which help us in delivering on our promises.

The Ethos Ecosystem at WHSS comprises of our Mission, Vision and the 3

basic core values known as The EDS Model.

We nurture students for success with

utmost dedication, with nothing but the

very best academic resources

To become a benchmark in the field of

education for students who seek

academic excellence.

The Excellence, Dedication, Safety

Model (EDS Model)
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WHSS is the custodian of your future and your future doesn’t deserve anything

but excellence. With Guinness World Records and Distinctions in the CAIEs

along with plethora of accolades and inter-school championships, WHSS strives

for excellence to provide more opportunities for a better future for our students.

Excellence in Academics:
WHSS not only selects experienced teachers

with proven track record but nurtures them

and encourages them to expand their skills

so that our students end up at the top of the

merit list at all time. With separate tutors for

different streams and a “no tuition”

environment, WHSS makes academic

excellence a reality for its students. We

strongly believe that academic success can

be attained by careful evaluation of progress

of the students and through different

approaches to learning. The academic plan

is designed in such a way that students go

through all the Learning Objectives as laid

down by CAIEs without becoming

burdensome

Excellence in sports:

WHSS has in-house futsal and a basketball

ground along with badminton and table

tennis facilities. But facilities does not lead to

excellence. Coaches do. WHSS with its

acclaimed coaches from the national sporting

setup lives up to its commitment of making

students excel in athletics and sports.

Excellence in Life Skills:

Success for tomorrow doesn’t revolve around

academics but the different skills such as

time & team management, public speaking,

IT literacy. WHSS curates programs to

provide you the edge over other for

tomorrow’s challenges.

Core Value 1
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Dedication at WHSS is defined as a collection of traits and virtues which allows

our teachers and staff to think and act in the best way possible for our students

and parents. We believe, that only hard work and efficiency are not the bedrock

of dedication but the ability to think of creative solutions and integrity in

everything we do, will help us achieve success.

Core Value 2

Integrity
WHSS strongly believes that intentions should

dictate the success and failure of outcomes.

The means are always important. This can be

evident in the counselling provided to our

students, on setting realistic goals, and

ensuring all efforts are coupled with

transparency and 100% honesty.

Creativity
Effort at WHSS is also invested in

creating unique solutions for unique

problems and challenges. This means

that our teachers and staff go the

extra mile to cater for your unique

requirements of students.

Stewardship for all: this is dedication

in its truest form!

Hard work
Every member of WHSS puts in their

100% to ensure that the students and

parents are will taken care off and

solutions are provided real-time. We

take a lot of effort in planning for the

most optimal outcome and ensurethat

we have the tools to analyze where

our efforts are being invested.
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A safe environment is a growing environment. Schools are a cradle of learning,

only when the children, the teachers, the staff and most of all the parents feel

safe within the confines of the school. Over the last decade, the challenges to

safety of the students have emerged in various forms and WHSS is

continuously evolving to meet those challenges.

Core Value 3

Safety in time of a Pandemic
WHSS was one of the first schools in Karachi to implement the SOPs prescribed by the

Government of Sindh and ensured 100% Vaccinated staff before the opening of the face to

face classes in August 2021. Weekly sterilization of all classes and a functioning sterilization

gate was one of the reasons the school was able to convince parents to send their children to

school after subsequent waves of Covid-19.

Safe Space at the Campus
There is absolutely no tolerance for violence at WHSS. Violation of this principle may result in

suspension and even expulsion for the perpetrator. WHSS believes everyone has this

personal space which cannot not be violated hence verbal abuse, bullying, taunts are also

not tolerated and condemned. The choice of words and action lie with the perpetrator and

any kind of stimulus is no excuse for violent behavior. Playful banter which revolves around

maligning and insulting anyone or any institution is also strictly prohibited. No derogatory

remarks on anyone’s religion, values systems and beliefs are tolerated at WHSS. WHSS

encourages that actions and activities are critiqued and not the person doing so unless it

poses a threat to the overall society.

Safety Online
The world is quickly becoming connected online but that brings with it self challenges on

privacy and use of data. WHSS has a very strict code of conduct with regards to information

being shared online. Mobile phones are not allowed in the campus. WHSS respects the

rights of all its stakeholders when it comes to online activities but takes a very firm view on

how its social media outlets and websites should be used.

Safe Citizens
Safety in all forms is at the forefront of our values at WHSS. Hence, WHSS demands of its

students to be model citizens and ensure that their actions, implicit or explicit, do not harm

anyone or their surrounding. Any kind of indulgence in a banned or toxic substance is strictly

prohibited and may result in harsh repercussions for the perpetrators. WHSS inculcates

values in its students which enables them to be modern citizens and lead by example in their

environment.
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